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No Man’s Land

The summer air was stale. Dew like gumdrops clung to the early morning branches of
the meagre licorice trees surrounding Cupcake Kingdom, faint wisps of what once was a grand,
fruitful land. A hint of burnt sugar tickled the noses of the four comrades—“playmates,” they
referred to themselves as. Like the march of wearied soldiers trudging toward uncertainty, the
rhythmic crunch of their school shoes against barren streets and the growls of their empty
stomachs echoed into the wasteland surrounding them.

As the winding path of desolate tree branches and scattered sprinkles seemed to only
grow longer with each tired step, the teens’ dreams of cascading fountains of chocolate and
streets of candy cane grew meeker. King Kandy’s Kingdom was thousands of miles away, with
deadly obstacles (the red, beady eyes of Lord Licorice’s fiery snakes haunted them) waiting at
every turn of the corner. The four kids—Red, Blue, Yellow and Green were the code names they
agreed on upon finding each other; sharing their true names seemed to personal, making their
current condition all too real—were a part of the few remaining survivors of the Gingerbread
Genocide, the latest attack led by Lord Licorice in the great Cupcake War. Homes destroyed
and families lost, their only hope remained in finding shelter as the King’s refugees.

“I’m hungry,” Yellow complained, her whining voice cutting through the tense silence the
group shared. It was their third day of blindly following the cobblestone path fabled to lead to
King Kandy’s Kingdom, and their third day of scavenging through the rotting licorice trees for
some sort of food.

“We all are,” Green snapped back. “All we’ve been eating are broken remains of
gingerbread houses for days.”

“Well, do you have any better ideas?” Blue chimed in. “We’re running out of food quickly,
but all I hear from you two are complaints, never suggestions.”

“What do you expect me to be, some kind of genius?” If the group were not walking
through forsaken land, Green’s frustrated cry would be heard by almost every resident of
Gummy Hills. “We wouldn’t even have to worry about our next meal if it wasn’t for fat cats like
King Kandy and Duke of Swirl waging wars they can’t afford. As the war rages on, those elites
sit in their castles without a care in the world for the likes of us!”

The three had been at each other’s throats since they all made a pact to travel together
while running for their lives from candied cherry bombs. Through each exchange, Red remained
silent, only speaking to give general travel direction to the group. As the oldest and appearing
the most level headed, she became the unspoken leader of the unruly pack.

“Let’s stop here for today. It’s getting late,” Red nearly mumbled to herself, stopping at an
abandoned train station. From the disgruntled looks from Green, it was clear the group was
growing tired of their leader’s meek attitude.

“Didn’t we travel for about another hour yesterday?” Yellow questioned. For a while it
appeared Red would not fancy a reply. As she entered an abandoned train, her eyes glazed
over her surroundings.

“The days are getting shorter,” she finally answered.
“Not to mention, who knows when we’ll find a shelter as protective as this?” Blue ad

libbed immediately. Green and Yellow shared an eye roll as the rest of the group entered the
train.
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“I bet someone wishes they were the leader of the group,” Green sing-songed quietly,
him and his counterpart overcoming their squabble in favor of teasing the new victim. Blue
decidedly ignored their taunts, following Red into the train.

She had already claimed a seat at the front of the abandoned vehicle, arms crossing
around her legs as she looked out of the window. If she stared long enough, she thought, her
vision became blurry, and she could pretend the train was moving, taking her somewhere far
from where she was now.

“I’m not staying awake for the first night watch shift,” Yellow announced, eyes already
drifting shut.

“You never do. I end up staying up for both mine and your shift every night,” Blue
grumbled as dug around in his ragged backpack for any sort of leftover food. There was
nothing.

“I’ll stay up for the first shift,” Green volunteered. Everyone froze, including Red. Green
never offered to do anything that didn’t also benefit him. “What?” He asked incredulously.

Had it been any other timeline, or any other universe, Red would’ve stepped up to take
the first shift, she thought to herself. Had she not lost the only family she had in a raging fire,
and had this new role of mediator between three squabbling strangers forced upon her, Red
would’ve been the brave leader she always imagined herself to be, she was convinced of this.
But, for now, she couldn’t bring herself to care. Without a word, she drifted off to sleep, Green
decidedly becoming the leader of the night.

***
When Red startled awake to the sound of blood-curdling screams, she couldn’t help but

note the familiarity of trembling hands and a racing heart. The beading sweat that collected in
her palms, and the air that quickly escaped her lungs catapulted her into panic the same way it
did the day bombs destroyed her world days ago. Distantly, she could feel the faint rumbling of
explosions.

“Red, red! You gotta snap out of it,” Blue tried to call to her calmly, hands gently shaking
her shoulders, but the panic was evident in his shaking syllables. “Breathe with me.”

Slow inhales and exhales calmed Red’s alarmed brain, and the distant screams became
clearer. This was no attack like the one seen days before—what she was hearing from outside
the train were the cries of Green and Yellow.

Red sprinted out the train doors, Blue right behind her, only to come face to face with the
largest snake she had ever seen. Lord Licorice, her brain immediately supplied. This must be
his doing. Ever since the Great Cupcake war began, he had profited off of capturing estranged
civilians, the obscurity of their surely grim fates making their disappearance even more sinister.
Soon enough, she spotted Green and Yellow caught in a bushel of blue raspberries. Snakes
twisted all around their bodies, slithering figures tightening around their arms, legs, and necks.

“Blue, Red, help please!” Green called, words split at the edge of breathlessness. As the
two ran to save their companions, a monstrous groan sounded from the forest. The children
froze, staring at each other. The monster revealed itself, a chocolatey mass of convoluted
sweets and rotten candy. Whatever the creature was, there was no doubt it was a new
frankenstein from Licorice Lagoon. As they stared the grotesque beast in the eye, never more
had the four felt like strangers, mere teenagers, barely escaping the clasps of death.
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The chocolate monster’s slowly limped toward them, letting out garbled guttural groans
as he went. Frantically, Red pulled at the hissing snakes, fear of bites thrown to the wind.

“Faster!” She snapped at Blue, pulling him out of his fear-struck reverie. Just in time,
Green and Yellow were free enough to run.

“To the river,” Yellow struggled to say, words still strangled by the ghost of snakes.
“Green and I found a shortcut.”

Wordlessly, the four ran, the abandoned snakes then getting consumed by the ensuing
monster as he neared them. They ran, dodging tree branches and vines, bushels and muddy
puddles, all the while feeling the huffs and puffs of the monster licking at their backs. Soon, they
happened upon the aforementioned river, its banks hidden by shady leaves. At its entrance,
Red could make out a disheveled sign that read, “Next stop: Gummy Pass.” Next to it was an
abandoned wooden canoe, its red paint chipped and withered from time. Quickly, the group
pushed the boat into the rushing waves, the resonant stomps of the monster growing closer and
closer. As they paddled in an unknown direction, they barely missed the grasp of the slimy
creature, it falling into the water’s rippling bank.

The canoe was silent as the group drifted away, the burden of the night settling on the
waves around them. They eyed each other silently. Slowly, then with sudden force, Yellow
giggled, shoulders rolling into full laughter. The other three followed, laughing uncontrollably at
the absurdity of the experience. They laughed until their stomachs pained, and tears filled their
eyes. They laughed away their burdensome fears, heaviness, and hopelessness. No words
were exchanged that night—only laughter.

As the stars gazed upon their makeshift shelter, Red thought about the future—the
inevitable danger and possible death that awaited. Despite this, her pack had gained one
invaluable prize that day: trust. As she drifted asleep, awaiting dreams of a warm home and a
full stomach, she found herself feeling even more determined to make sure every one of her
newfound friends made their way to paradise.


